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Abstract
Linear systems, Ax D b, for which the sign patterns A and b completely determine the set
of sign patterns of vectors in the solution set are studied. These systems generalize the existing
notion of sign-solvable linear systems. Linear systems with signed solutions are characterized
in terms of two classes of matrices. The first class, L-matrices, plays a central role in the
study of sign-solvable linear systems. The second class is new and generalizes the class of
S-matrices that arise in sign-solvable linear systems. Several constructions for the new class
of matrices are given. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider a linear system Ax D b where A and b have sign patterns−1 −1 1
−1 1 0

and

0
1

;
respectively. It is possible, without knowing the magnitudes of the entries in A and
b, to completely determine the sign patterns of the solutions to Ax D b. To see this
first note that the sign of the determinant of each 2  2 submatrix of the augmented
matrix T A −b U is determined. For example, every matrix with sign pattern
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−1 1

has negative determinant. Thus, by Cramer’s Rule, the sign patterns of the solutions
to Ax D b with at least one zero entry are2401
1
35 ;
24−10
−1
35 and
24−11
0
35 ;
and the null-space of A is spanned by a (entrywise) positive vector v. By adding and
subtracting a sufficiently small multiple of v to each solution with a zero entry, we
conclude that Ax D b has solutions with sign patterns2411
1
35 ;
24−11
1
35 ;
24−11
−1
35 and
24−1−1
−1
35 :
Next note that if x has sign pattern24 11
−1
35 ;
then the first entry of Ax is negative; if x has sign pattern24−1−1
1
35 ;
then the first entry of Ax is positive; if x has sign pattern24 1−1
1
35 or
24 1−1
−1
35 ;
then the second entry of Ax is negative. Thus, the sign patterns of the solutions to
Ax D b are2401
1
35 ;
24−10
−1
35 ;
24−11
0
35 ;
2411
1
35 ;
24−11
1
35 ;
24−11
−1
35 ;
24−1−1
−1
35 :
The goal of this paper is to study linear systems Ax D b for which the sign pat-
terns of the solutions to Ax D b are determined by the sign patterns of A and b. More
precisely, define the sign of a real number a by
sign.a/ D
8<:−1 if a < 0;0 if a D 0;1 if a > 0:
A sign pattern is a .0; 1;−1/-matrix. The sign pattern of a matrix A is the matrix
obtained from A by replacing each entry by its sign. We denote by Q.A/ the set of
all matrices with the same sign pattern as A.
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Let A be an m  n matrix and b an m  1 vector. The linear system Ax D b has
signed solutions provided there exists a collection S of n  1 sign patterns such
that the set of sign patterns of the solutions to eAx D Qb is S for each eA 2 Q.A/ and
Qb 2 Q.b/. This notion generalizes that of a sign-solvable linear system (see [3] and
references therein). The linear system, Ax D b, is sign solvable provided each linear
system eAx D Qb .eA 2 Q.A/; Qb 2 Q.b/) has a solution and all solutions have the same
sign pattern. Thus, Ax D b is sign solvable if and only if Ax D b has signed solutions
and the setS has cardinality 1.
We begin by studying homogeneous linear systems, and hence null-spaces. The
matrix A has signed null-space provided Ax D 0 has signed solutions. Thus, A has
signed null-space if and only if there exists a set S of sign patterns such that the set
of sign patterns of vectors in the null-space of eA is S for each eA 2 Q.A/. Sever-
al known matrix classes provide examples of matrices with signed null-space. An
L-matrix is a matrix, A, with the property that each matrix in Q.A/ has linearly
independent rows. Hence, the transpose of an L-matrix has a signed null-space with
S D f0g. A square L-matrix is a sign-nonsingular (SNS)-matrix. An S-matrix is a
matrix B with the properties that it has no row of 0’s and for each eB 2 Q.B/, the
null-space of eB is spanned by a positive vector. Thus, B is an S-matrix if and only
if each row of B is nonzero and Bx D 0 has signed solutions with S consisting of
the zero vector, the vector of all 1’s, and the vector of all −1’s. An S-matrix is a
matrix, B, with the properties that each row of B is nonzero and there exists a sign
pattern s each of whose entries is nonzero such that the null-space of each matrix in
Q.B/ is spanned by a vector in Q.s/. Hence, each S-matrix has signed null-space.
In Section 2, we show through several constructions, that the class of matrices with
signed null-space is much richer than S-matrices and transposes of L-matrices.
It is known that an m  n matrix is an S-matrix if and only if n D m C 1 and
each of its m  m submatrices is an SNS-matrix [5]. In Section 3, we give a similar
characterization for m  n matrices with signed null-space in terms of the qualitative
properties of its m  m submatrices.
In Section 4, we characterize linear systems Ax D b which have signed solutions
in terms of L-matrices and matrices which have signed null-space. This characteriza-
tion is a true analog of the known characterization of sign-solvable linear systems in
terms of L-matrices and S-matrices [5].
The matrix A has signed row-space provided there exists a set S of sign patterns
such that the set of sign patterns in the row-space of eA is S for each eA 2 Q.A/. In
Section 5, we show that the matrix A has signed row-space if and only if it has signed
null-space. In addition, we characterize matrices with signed row-space and signed
column-space.
We use the following standard notation throughout the paper. Let A be an m  n
matrix. We denote the row-space, column-space and null-space of A by RS.A/; CS
.A/ and NS.A/, respectively. If  is a subset of f1; 2; : : : ;mg and  is a subset of
f1; 2; : : : ; ng, then AT; U denotes the submatrix of A determined by the rows whose
indices are in  and the columns whose indices are in . The submatrix complemen-
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tary to AT; U is denoted by A.; /. If k is a positive integer, then hki denotes
the set f1; 2; : : : ; kg. If z is an m  1 column vector, then we write zTU instead of
zT; f1gU. We write diag.d1; d2; : : : ; dn/ for the n  n diagonal matrix whose .i; i/-
entry is di .
2. Signed null-spaces
As observed in Section 1, each S-matrix has signed null-space. Clearly, if the
m  n matrix A has signed null-space, then each submatrix AThmi; U has signed
null-space, and a direct sum of matrices has signed null-space if and only if each of
the summands has signed null-space. Some less trivial ways to construct matrices
with signed null-space are described in the following propositions.
Let A be an m  n .0; 1;−1/-matrix. The matrix B is conformally contractible
to A provided there exists an index k such that the rows and columns of B can be
permuted so that B has the form
AThmi; hninfkg x y
0    0 1 −1

; (1)
where x D Tx1; : : : ; xmUT and y D Ty1; : : : ; ymUT are .0; 1;−1/ vectors such that
xiyi > 0 for i D 1; 2; : : : ;m, and the sign pattern of x C y is the kth column
of A.
Proposition 1. Let A be an m  n .0; 1;−1/-matrix and B an .m C 1/  .n C 1/
matrix which is conformally contractible to A. Then A has signed null-space if and
only if B has signed null-space.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that B is the matrix in (1) and that k D n.
Consider eB D T Qbi;j U 2 Q.B/. Let E be the elementary matrix obtained from InC1 by
adding −QbmC1;n= QbmC1;nC1 of column n C 1 to column n. Then eBE has the form24 eA Qy
0    0 QbmC1;nC1
35 ;
where eA 2 Q.A/. It is easy to verify that .v1; v2; : : : ; vn/T 2 NS.eA/ if and only if 
v1; v2; : : : ; vn;
−QbmC1;n
QbmC1;nC1
vn
!T
2 NS.eB/:
Hence, if A has signed null-space, then B has signed null-space.
Next consider eA 2 Q.A/ and set
eB D eAThmi; hninfngU x x0    0 1 −1

; (2)
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where x is 1=2 of the nth column of eA. Clearly, the last two entries of each vector in
NS.eB/ are equal. Thus, v D .v1; v2; : : : ; vn/T 2 NS.eA/ if and only if .v1; v2; : : : ;
vn−1; vn; vn/T 2 NS.eB/. Hence, if B has signed null-space, then A has signed null-
space. 
Proposition 2. Let A be an m  n matrix, whose last column is x and let B be an
r  s matrix, whose first column is y. Set
C D

AThmi; hninnU x O
O y BThri; hsinf1gU

:
Then
(a) if both A and B have signed null-space, then C has signed null-space, and
(b) if C has signed null-space, x is in the span of the first n − 1 columns of A and
y is in the span of the last s − 1 columns of B, then both A and B have signed
null-spaces.
Proof. Statement (a) follows from the the observation that for eC 2 Q.C/,
NS.eC/ D
8<:
24v1c
v2
35 V v1
c

2 NS.eA/;  c
v2

2 NS.eB/
9=; ;
where eA D eCThmi; hniU; eB D eC.hmi; hn − 1i/, v1 is n − 1  1, c is 1  1 and v2 is
s − 1  1.
Assume that the hypotheses of statement (b) hold. Suppose that v is the sign
pattern of a vector in the null-space of some matrix eA 2 Q.A/. The assumptions on
B imply that there exists a sign pattern w such that the null-space ofeAThmi; hninnU eAThmi; fngU O
O BThri; f1gU BThri; hsinf1gU

(3)
contains a vector with sign pattern

v
w

. Let bA 2 Q.A/. Since C has signed null-space,
it follows that the matrix obtained from that in (3) by replacing eA by bA has a vector
with sign pattern

v
w

in its null-space. Hence, bA has a vector with sign pattern v in
its null-space. Therefore, A, and similarly B, has a signed null-space. 
It is not difficult to verify that the matrix2664
1 −1 0
1 −1 0
0 1 −1
0 1 1
3775
obtained by the above construction with
A D

1 −1
1 −1

and B D

1 −1
1 1

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is the transpose of an L-matrix, and hence has signed null-space. Since A does not
have signed null-space, this example shows that the hypotheses on A and B in (b) of
Proposition 2 are necessary.
A totally L-matrix is an m  n matrix such that each m  m submatrix is an SNS-
matrix. Each S-matrix is a totally L-matrix. Totally L-matrices are characterized in
[1]. The next result asserts that each totally L-matrix has a signed null-space.
First we need a few more definitions. A vector is mixed if it has a positive entry
and a negative entry. A matrix is row-mixed if each of its rows is mixed. A vector is
balanced if it is the zero vector or is mixed. The notions of a row-balanced, column-
mixed and column-balanced matrix are defined analogously. A signing is a nonzero,
diagonal .0; 1;−1/-matrix. A signing is strict if each of its diagonal entries is non-
zero. For an m  n matrix A, and a given sign pattern x D .x1; x2; : : : ; xn/T it is not
difficult to argue that there exists a matrix eA 2 Q.A/ such that NS.eA/ \ Q.x/ =D ; if
and only if A diag.x1; x2; : : : ; xn/ is row-balanced.
Proposition 3. Let A be an m  n totally L-matrix. Then A has signed null-space.
Proof. Note that a totally L-matrix has at least as many columns as rows. Let D D
diag.d1; d2; : : : ; dn/ be a signing such that AD is row-balanced. By the observa-
tion immediately proceeding the statement of the proposition, it suffices to prove
that NS.eA/ \ Q..d1; d2; : : : ; dn/T/ =D ; for each eA 2 Q.A/. We do this by induction
on n.
If n D m, then A is an SNS-matrix, and hence has a signed null-space. If n D
m C 1, then Cramer’s rule implies that A is an S-matrix, and hence A has signed
null-space. Thus, the result holds for n 6 m C 1.
Assume that n > m C 2 and proceed by induction. If some diagonal entry, say
the ith, of D is 0, then the result follows from induction applied to the matrix AThmi;
hninfigU.
Consider the case that D is strict. Suppose that for each j, the matrix
.AD/Thmi; hninfj gU
is not row-balanced. Then, by the pigeon-hole principle, there exist column indices i
and j with i =D j and a row index k such that neither row k of
.AD/Thmi; hninfigU
nor row k of
.AD/Thmi; hninfj gU
is balanced. This implies that A has a row with two nonzero entries. Since n > m C 2,
we conclude that A contains an m  m submatrix with a row of 0’s. This contradicts
the assumption that each m  m submatrix of A is an SNS-matrix.
Thus, there exists an integer j such that the matrix
.AD/Thmi; hninfj gU
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is row-balanced. By induction, for each eA 2 Q.A/ there exists a nullvector v D
.v1; v2; : : : ; vn/T with vj D 0 and sign.vi/ D di for i =D j . Since column j is con-
tained in an m  m C 1 submatrix of A and such a matrix is an S-matrix, there
exists a nullvector w of eA for which the jth coordinate is nonzero. Hence, for 
sufficiently small either v C w or v − w is a nullvector of eA in Q..d1; : : : ; dn/T/.
This completes the proof. 
In Section 3, we show that matrices with signed null-space are intimately related
to a new class of matrices which generalize totally L-matrices.
3. Characterization of signed null-spaces
We begin this section by generalizing the notion of totally L-matrices. The term
rank of an m  n matrix A is the largest number of nonzero entries of A with no two
in the same row or column. Thus, by König’s theorem (see [2]), the term rank of
A is the minimum of m C n − .r C s/ taken over all pairs of nonnegative integers
.r; s/ such that A contains an r  s matrix of all 0’s. An m  n .0; 1;−1/-matrix has
signed mth compound provided each of its m  m submatrices which has term rank
m is an SNS-matrix. Clearly, each m  n totally L-matrix has signed mth compound
and has term rank m. The main result of this section states that a row-mixed matrix
has signed null-space if and only if it has signed mth compound and term rank m.
Suppose that the m  n matrix A is conformally contractible to the .m − 1/ 
.n − 1/ matrix B. It is easy to show that A has signed mth compound if and only if B
has signed .m − 1/th compound, and that A has term rank m if and only if B has term
rank m − 1. Thus, if the m  n matrix A can be conformally contracted to a totally
L-matrix, then A has signed mth compound and term rank m.
We now state two standard results that we will need. These (and the appropriate
references to the original results) can be found in [3]. A matrix B is strictly row-
balanceable provided there exists a strict signing D such that BD is row-balanced.
The term strictly row-mixable is defined analogously.
Proposition 4. The matrix A is not an L-matrix if and only if there exists a signing
D such that DA is column-balanced.
Proposition 5. Let A be a matrix. Then there exist permutation matrices P and Q
such that PAQ has the form
A1 A2
O A3

; (4)
where A1 is strictly row-mixable (possibly vacuous), and AT3 is an L-matrix (possibly
vacuous).
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Adopting the notation of Proposition 5, it is clear that A has signed null-space if
and only if PAQ does. The following shows that A has signed null-space if and only
if A1 does.
Lemma 6. Let A have the form in (4), where A1 is strictly row-mixable and AT3 is
an L-matrix. Then A has signed null-space if and only if A1 does.
Proof. Let
eA D
24eA1 eA2
O eA3
35 2 Q.A/:
Since AT3 is an L-matrix, the columns of eA3 are linearly independent. Hence,
NS.eA/ D x0

V x 2 NS.eA1/ ;
and the result follows. 
By virtue of Lemma 6, we may restrict our attention to strictly row-mixable ma-
trices. Theorem 7 is perhaps the key result of this paper and characterizes, in several
ways, the strictly row-mixable matrices which have a signed null-space. We say that
the m  n matrix A contains a mixed cycle provided there exist distinct i1; i2; : : : ; ik ,
and distinct j1; j2; : : : ; jk such that
ait ;jt ait ;jtC1 < 0 for t D 1; : : : ; k − 1 and aik;jk aik;j1 < 0:
The cycle is said to have length 2k. We shall use the following observation, which is
made in [4], a couple of times in this paper. Suppose that A is nonzero matrix with
the properties that A is row-balanced and each nonzero column of A has a positive
entry. Then we claim that A has a mixed cycle. To see this, choose a nonzero positive
entry ai1;j1 of A. Since the ith row of A is balanced, there exists a j2 such that ai1;j2
is negative. Since each nonzero column of A contains a positive entry, there exists
an i2 such that ai2;j1 is positive. We can now repeat this process, until we repeat an
entry. This algorithm will thus produce a mixed cycle of A.
Theorem 7. Let A be a strictly row-mixable, m  n matrix. Then the following are
equivalent:
(a) A has term rank m and its mth compound is signed.
(b) The number of nonzero rows of AThmi; U is less than jj for each  such that
AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable.
(c) The term rank of AThmi; U is less than jj for each  such that AThmi; U is
strictly row-balanceable.
(d) A has signed null-space.
(e) AD has no mixed cycle for each strict signing such that AD is row-mixed.
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Proof. We prove the chain, :.a/ ) :.b/ ) :.c/ ) :.d/ ) :.e/ ) :.a/, of
implications. Without loss of generality we may assume that A is row-mixed.
:.a/ ) :.b/: First, suppose that A has term rank less than m. By König’s theo-
rem there exists a submatrix AT; γ U of A such that jj > jγ j and AT; hninfγ gU D
O . Among all such AT; γ U choose one such that jγ j is largest. The choice of AT; γ U
guarantees that AThmin; hninγ U has term rank m − jj, and hence there exists a
γ 0  hninγ such that AThmin; γ 0U is a square matrix with term rank m − jj.
Since A is row-mixed and AT; hninγ U D O , AT; γ U is row-mixed. Thus, there
exists a matrix eA 2 Q.A/ such that the all ones vector is a nullvector of eAT; γ U andeAThmin; γ 0U is invertible. This implies that eA has a nullvector x D .x1; x2; : : : ; xn/T
with xi > 0 if i 2 γ , and xi D 0 if i =2 γ [ γ 0. This in turn implies that AD is row-
balanced, where D D diag.sign.x1/; sign.x2/; : : : ; sign.xn//. Let  be the set of
indices, i, such that xi =D 0. Then AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable. Note that
since AThmin; γ 0U has term rank jγ 0j, AThmin;  \ γ 0U has at least j \ γ 0j nonze-
ro rows. Since jj > jγ j, AT; γ U has more than jγ j nonzero rows. We conclude that
AThmi; U has more than jj nonzero rows. Hence, :.b/ holds.
Next suppose that A has term rank m and that its mth compound is not signed.
Then there exists a square submatrix AThmi; γ U which has term rank m and is not an
SNS-matrix. Proposition 5 implies that up to row and column permutations AThmi; γ U
has the form in (4), where A1 is strictly row-mixable and AT3 is an L-matrix. Since
AT3 is an L-matrix, A3 has at least as many rows as columns. Since AThmi; γ U has
term rank m;A3 has at least as many columns as rows. Thus, A3 and A1 are square
matrices. Let  be the set of indices corresponding to the columns of A that intersect
A1. Then AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable and has an equal number of nonzero
rows and columns. Therefore, :.b/ holds.
:.b/ ) :.c/: Assume that .b/ does not hold. Then there exists  such that
AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable with at least jj nonzero rows. Among all such
 choose one with jj minimal. Let  be the set of i such that the ith row of AThmi; U
is nonzero. We claim that AT; U, and hence AThmi; U, has term rank jj.
Suppose to the contrary that AT; U has term rank less than jj. König’s theorem
implies that there exist 0   and  0   such that ATn0; n 0U D O and the
term rank of AT; U is j0j C j 0j. It is easy to show that AT0; n 0U has term
rank j0j. Let γ be a subset of n 0 such that AT0; γ U is a square matrix with
term rank j0j. Since ATn0; U is strictly row-balanceable and AT0; γ U has term
rank j0j, there exists a signing D D diag.d1; : : : ; dn/ with di =D 0 if i 2  0, and
di D 0 if i =2  0 [ γ such that AD is row-balanced. Let  be the set of indices, i,
such that di =D 0. Clearly,  0 is a subset of . Since AT0; γ U has term rank j0j,
AT;  \ γ U has at least j \ γ j nonzero rows. Since j0j C j 0j is the term rank of
AT; U, j0j C j 0j 6 jj. Hence, ATn0;  0U has at least j 0j nonzero rows. We
conclude that AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable and has at least jj nonzero rows.
Since j0j C j 0j < jj, jj < jj. Thus, the existence of  contradicts our choice
of .
Therefore, we conclude that AThmi; U has term rank jj, and (c) does not hold.
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:.c/ ) :.d/: Assume that (c) does not hold. Then there exists  such that AThmi;
U is strictly row-balanceable and has term rank jj. Since AThmi; U has term rank
 there exists bA 2 Q.A/ such that the columns indexed by  are linearly indepen-
dent. Since AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable there exists eA 2 Q.A/ such that
the columns indexed by  are linearly dependent. Hence, A does not have signed
null-space.
:.d/ ) :.e/: Assume that A does not have signed null-space. Then there exists a
, say  D f1; 2; : : : ; ‘g, a strict-signing D D diag.d1; d2; : : : ; d‘/, and a matrix B 2
Q.AThmi; U/ such that AThmi; UD is row-balanced, and NS.B/ \ Q..d1; : : : ; d‘/T/
D ;. By the separation theorem for convex sets (see, e.g., [6, Chapter 11, Theorem
5]), there exists a nonzero vector y such that
yTv 6 0 for each v 2 NS.B/s (5)
and
yTw > 0 for each w 2 Q (.d1; : : : ; d‘/T : (6)
Since NS.B/ is a vector-space, (5) implies that yT 2 RS.B/. It is easy to verify that
(6) implies that yidi > 0 for all i.
Let x D .x1; : : : ; xm/T be a vector such that xTB D yT, and let E D diag.sign.x1/;
sign.x2/; : : : ; sign.xm//. Since BD is row-balanced, so is EBD. Since xTB D yT and
yidi > 0 for all i, each nonzero column of EBD contains a positive entry. Also, y =D 0
implies EBD =D 0.
Since each nonzero row of EBD has both a positive entry and a negative entry,
and each nonzero column of EBD has a positive entry, EBD is row-balanced and
contains a mixed cycle. Thus, BD is row-balanced and contains a mixed cycle. Since
A is row-mixed, A.D  In−‘/ is row-mixed and contains a mixed cycle. Thus, (e)
does not hold.
:.e/ ) :.a/: Assume that (e) does not hold and that A has term rank m. We prove
that A does not have signed mth compound by induction on m C n. Since A has term
rank m; n > m. If m D n, then the fact that A is row-mixed and Proposition 4 imply
that the mth compound of A is not signed. Thus, we may assume that n > m C 1,
and proceed by induction.
First, suppose that AThmi; hninfigU has term rank less than m for some i. Then
König’s theorem and the fact that A has term rank m imply that there exist  and 
such that AT; hninU D O and jj D jj. Since A has term rank m and AT; hninU D
O , there exists γ  hnin such that AThmi;  [ γ U is an m  m matrix with term
rank m. However, since AT; U is row-mixed, AT; U is not an SNS-matrix. As
AT; hninU D O , we conclude that AThmi;  [ γ U is not an SNS-matrix, and hence
A does not have signed mth compound.
Next suppose that AThmi; hninfigU has term rank m for each i. Since (e) does not
hold there exists a strict signing D such that AD is row-mixed and contains a mixed
cycle. Without loss of generality we may take D D In. Since AD D A has a mixed
cycle, there exist sets  and  such that AT; U is a square matrix with a mixed cycle
of length 2jj.
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If jj D m, then AT; U is an m  m matrix with term rank m which is not sign-
nonsingular, and hence A does not have signed mth compound.
Assume that jj < m. Consider the case that there exists i 2 TnUn such that Ai D
AThmi; hninfigU is row-mixed. Then Ai is row-mixed and has a mixed cycle. Thus,
by induction, Ai has term rank less than m or its mth compound is not signed. By
assumption, the former cannot happen. Hence, Ai , and therefore A, does not have a
signed mth compound.
Finally, consider the case that for each i 2 hnin, some row, say the ri th row, of
Ai is not row-mixed. Since AT; U is row-mixed, ri =2 . Since n − jj > m − jj,
the pigeon-hole principle implies that there exist i; j 2 hnin with i =D j such that
indices ri and rj are equal. This in turn implies that ri th row of A has exactly two
nonzero entries, ari;i and ari;j .
Suppose that for some k =D ri that akiakj < 0. Then ATfk; rig; fi; j gU is not an
SNS-matrix. Thus, either AThminfk; rig; hninfi; j gU has term rank less than m − 2 or
A does not have signed mth compound. In the former case, it follows from König’s
theorem that deleting column i (or j) from A results in a matrix with term rank less
than m. This is contrary to our assumption. Thus, we conclude that A does not have
signed mth compound.
Next suppose that ak;iak;j > 0 for all k =D ri . Then A is conformally contractible.
Let B be the matrix obtained from A by contracting along its ith row. Since A is
row-mixed, has term rank m and contains a mixed cycle, B is row-mixed, has term
rank m − 1 and contains a mixed cycle. Thus, by induction, B does not have signed
.m − 1/th compound. This implies that A does not have signed mth compound. 
Let A be a matrix of the form (4), where A1 is strictly row-mixable and AT3 is an
L-matrix. Since AT3 is an L-matrix, each signing D such that AD is row-balanced has
the form D D E  O where E is a signing such that A1E is row-balanced. Hence,
we have the following characterization for (not necessarily strictly row-mixable) ma-
trices with signed null-space.
Corollary 8. Let A be an m  n matrix. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) The number of nonzero rows of AThmi; U is less than jj for each  such that
AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable.
(b) The term rank of AThmi; U is less than jj for each  such that AThmi; U is
strictly row-balanceable.
(c) A has signed null-space.
Matrices with signed null-space are related to work in [4] as follows. Define the
nonnegative null-space of a matrix A to be the set of (entrywise) nonnegative null-
vectors of A. The matrix A has signed nonnegative null-space provided there exists a
setS of nonnegative sign patterns such that the set of sign patterns of the vectors in
the nonnegative null-space of eA isS for each eA 2 Q.A/. It is clear that A has signed
null-space if and only if AD has signed nonnegative null-space for each signing D
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such that AD is row-balanced. If A is mixed, it is not difficult to show that A has
signed null-space if and only if AD has signed nonnegative null-space for each strict
signing D such that AD is row-balanced. In [4] it is shown that if A is mixed, then A
has signed nonnegative null-space if and only if A contains no mixed cycle. Hence,
the results of [4] imply the equivalence of (d) and (e) in Theorem 7. We find the
equivalence of (a) and (d) in Theorem 7 to be the most interesting.
The following (using our terminology) is proven in [4].
Theorem 9. Let A be a mixed matrix which has a signed nonnegative null-space.
Then there exist matrices B and C (possibly with no rows), and nonzero vectors b and
c such that B and C are mixed matrices which have signed nonnegative null-space
and, up to permutation of rows and columns:
A D
24B Ob c
O C
35 :
We conclude this section with a result related to Theorem 9.
Corollary 10. Let A be an m  n matrix of the form
A D
24B Ob c
O C
35 ; (7)
where b and c are nonzero row vectors. Then A has signed null-space if and only if
each of the matrices
B; C;

B
b

and

c
C

(8)
has signed null-space.
Proof. Let B be k  ‘. Thus, C is .m − k − 1/  .n − ‘/.
First, suppose that A has signed null-space. Clearly, each of the last two matri-
ces in (8) has signed null-space. We show that B and C have signed null-space by
induction on n. By Proposition 5 we may assume that
B D

B1 B2
O B3

;
where B1 is strictly row-mixable and BT3 is an L-matrix.
Suppose that B3 has at least one column, and let A0 be the matrix obtained from
A by deleting the columns that intersect B3. Since each submatrix of A of the form
AThmi; U has signed null-space, we conclude that A0 has signed null-space. Hence,
by induction B1 and C have signed null-space. Lemma 6 implies that B has signed
null-space.
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Thus, we assume that B is strictly row-mixable, and analogously that C is strictly
row-mixable. Since b =D 0 and c =D 0, we conclude that A is strictly row-mixable.
Thus, by Theorem 7, A has term rank m and signed mth compound. In particular, this
implies that C has term rank m − k − 1.
We claim that the last matrix in (8) has term rank m − k. If not, then the facts
that c =D 0, and C has term rank m − k − 1 coupled with König’s theorem imply that
there exist  and  such that CT; hn − ‘inU D 0, CT; U is a square, strictly row-
mixable matrix. Hence, C, and A, is not an L-matrix. This contradicts the fact that A
has term rank m and signed mth compound. Hence, the last matrix in (8) has term
rank m − k.
Let N be an .m − k/  .m − k/ submatrix of the matrix in (8) with term rank
m − k. Let M be a k  k submatrix of B of term rank k. Then there is an m  m
submatrix of A of the form
M O
X N

: (9)
Clearly, the matrix in (9) has term rank m. Since A has signed mth compound, we
conclude that the matrix in (9) is an SNS-matrix. It follows that B has signed mth
compound. Therefore, by Theorem 7, we conclude that B has signed null-space. A
similar argument shows that C has signed null-space.
Conversely, suppose that each of the matrices in (8) has signed null-space. Let
 be a collection of columns of A such that AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable.
By Corollary 8, it suffices to show that AThmi; U has less than jj nonzero rows. If
 contains no element of h‘i or if  contains only elements of h‘i, then the result
follows from Corollary 8 and the fact that last two matrices in (8) have signed null-
space. Suppose that  contains at least one element of h‘i and at least one element
not in h‘i. Since B has signed null-space, Corollary 8 implies that BThki;  \ h‘iU
has less than j \ h‘ij nonzero rows. Similarly, the submatrix of C whose columns
correspond to columns in  has less than j \ f‘ C 1; : : : ; ngj nonzero rows. Hence,
accounting for the .k C 1/th row of A, we see that AThmi; U has at most jj − 1
rows. The result now follows. 
4. Systems with signed solutions
In this section, we extend the results of the previous section to general linear
systems with signed solutions. We begin with two fundamental lemmas.
Lemma 11. Let A be an m  n matrix which has a signed null-space and let c 2
hni. Suppose that  is a minimal subset of hni such that c 2 ; and AThmi; U is
strictly row-balanceable. Let  D fi V aij =D 0 for some j 2 g. Then AT; U is an
S-matrix.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may take  D f1; 2; : : : ; kg,  D f1; 2; : : : ; ‘g
and c D 1, and assume that B D AThki; h‘iU is row-mixed. Since A has signed null-
space, so does B. Since B is row-mixed, NS.B/ contains a positive vector u. We
claim that u spans NS.B/. Suppose to the contrary that there is a vector v 2 NS.B/
which is not a multiple of u. Then there exist scalars c and d such that w D cu C dv
is a vector whose first coordinate is nonzero and whose second coordinate is zero.
This implies that the columns of AThmi; nf2gU are row-balanceable, contrary to the
minimality of . Thus, NS.B/ is spanned by a positive vector. Since B has signed
null-space it follows that Bx D 0 has signed solutions with S D f0;1g where 1
denotes the vector of all 1’s. Therefore, B is an S-matrix. 
Lemma 12. Let A be an m  n matrix, b an m  1 vector and B D T A −b U. If
B is strictly row-mixable, then B has signed null-space if and only if Ax D b has
signed solutions.
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that B is row-mixed.
First, suppose that B has signed null-space. Then there exists a set S of sign
patterns such that S is the set of sign patterns of the vectors in NS.eB/ for eacheB D T eA −Qb U with eA 2 Q.A/ and Qb 2 Q.b/. Since eAx D Qb if and only if
eB x1

D 0;
the set of sign patterns of the solutions to eAx D Qb is the set of all sign patterns x such
that 
x
1

2S;
and hence is independent of eA and Qb. Therefore, Ax D b has signed solutions.
Now assume that B does not have signed null-space. By Theorem 7, there exists a
set  such that BThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable and has term rank jj. Among
all such , choose one of largest cardinality. Let  be the set of indices of the nonzero
rows of BThmi; U. Then BT; U is strictly row-mixable and we may assume without
loss of generality that BT; U is row-mixed.
Consider the case that n C 1 2 . Since BT; U is row-mixed and AThmin; U D
0, there is a matrix eB 2 Q.B/ such that the sum of the columns of eB indexed by the
elements of  is 0. Setting eA D eBThmi; hniU and Qb D −eBThmi; fn C 1gU, we see thateAx D Qb has a solution such that xi > 0 if i 2 nfn C 1g, and xi D 0, otherwise.
Since, BThmi; U has term rank jj, there exists bB 2 Q.B/ such that the columns ofbB with index in  are linearly independent. Hence, bAx D Ob has no solution with xi D
0 for i =2 nfn C 1g, where bA D bBThmi; hniU and Ob D −bBThmi; fn C 1gU. It follows
that Ax D b does not have signed solutions.
Next consider the case that n C 1 =2 . Note that this is necessarily the case when
b D 0. The choice of  and Theorem 7 imply that BThmin; hninU has signed null-
space. Since BThmin; hninU is row-mixed, there is a minimal subset γ of hnin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that contains n C 1 for which BThmin; γ U is strictly row-balanceable. Let  be the
set of indices of the nonzero rows of BThmin; γ U. By Lemma 11, BT; γ U is an
S-matrix.
Let C D BT [ ;  [ γ nfn C 1gU and d D −BT [ ; fn C 1gU. We claim that
Cx D d , and hence Ax D b, does not have signed solutions. Suppose to the contrary
that Cx D d has signed solutions. Since BT; U has term rank jj, and BT; γ U is
an S-matrix, C has term rank jj C jγ j − 1. Thus, there exists a eC 2 Q.C/ whose
columns are linearly independent. Hence, eCx D d has at most one solution. Since
T C −d U is row-mixed, there exist bC and bd such that bCx D Od has a solution with
no zero entries. Thus, since Cx D d has signed solutions, every system bCx D Od has
at exactly one solution. In other words, Cx D d is sign solvable and has a solution
with no zero entries. It follows from the characterization for sign-solvable linear
systems [5] that C is an SNS-matrix. The form of C leads to the contradiction that
BT; U is an SNS-matrix and is row-mixable. Hence, Cx D d and Ax D b do not
have signed solutions. 
Note that for the system Ax D b discussed in Section 1, there is a solution with
no 0’s, and the matrix
TA −bU D
−1 −1 1 0
−1 1 0 −1

is a totally L-matrix. Hence, by Proposition 3 and Lemma 12, we again see that
Ax D b has signed solutions.
The next theorem characterizes linear systems Ax D b which have signed solu-
tions in terms of L-matrices and row-mixed matrices which have a signed null-space.
We note that if we rewrite the statement of the theorem so that y is any solution
of Ax D b, the assertion that Ax D b has signed solutions is replaced by the as-
sertion that Ax D b is sign solvable, and the assertion that T AT; U −bTU U has
signed null-space is replaced by the assertion that T AT; U −bTU U is an S-ma-
trix, then we obtain precisely the known characterization theorem for sign-solvable
linear systems [5].
Theorem 13. Let A be an m  n matrix and b and m  1 vector such that Ax D b
has a solution. Let y be a solution to Ax D b with the largest number of nonzero
entries, and set
 D fj V yj =D 0g and  D fi V aij =D 0 for some j 2 g:
Then b./ D 0 and Ax D b has signed solutions if and only if T AT; U −bTU U
has signed null-space and A.; /T is an L-matrix.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that  D f1; 2; : : : ; kg and  D
f1; 2; : : : ; ‘g. Thus,
A D

A1 A2
O A3

;
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where A1 is a k  ‘ matrix. Since b is a linear combination of the first ‘ columns of
A; b.hki/ D 0. Since Ay D b, T A1; −bTU U is strictly row-mixable.
First assume that Ax D b has signed solutions. Then clearly A1x D bTU has
signed solutions. Since T AT; U; −bTU U is strictly row-mixable it follows from
Lemma 12 that T A1; −bTU U has signed null-space. Suppose that AT3 is not an L-
matrix. Then there exists eA3 2 Q.A3/ and a nonzero vector x.2/ such that eA3x.2/ D
0. Let b.1/ D bTU. Since T A1 −b.1/ U is strictly row-mixable there exist matriceseA1 2 Q.A1/ and Qb.1/ 2 Q.b.1// and a vector x.1/ with each entry nonzero such thateA1x.1/ D Qb.1/ − eA2x.2/. Hence,
x.1/
x.2/

is a solution toeA1 eA2
O eA3

x D
 Qb.1/
0

:
Since y is a solution to Ax D b with the largest number of nonzeros, it follows that
Ax D b does not have signed solutions. We conclude that if Ax D b has signed so-
lutions, then AT3 is an L-matrix.
Conversely, suppose that T A1 −b.1/ U has signed null-space and AT3 is an L-
matrix. Consider a linear system of the formeA1 eA2
O eA3

x D
 Qb.1/
0

: (10)
Since AT3 is an L-matrix, x
.2/ D 0, and the solution set of (10) is
x.1/
0

V x.1/ is a solution to eA1x.1/ D Qb.1/ :
From Lemma 12, A1x.1/ D b.1/ has signed solutions, and hence we conclude that
Ax D b has signed solutions. 
Suppose that Ax D b is a system with no solution. Then clearly Ax D b has
signed solutions if and only if each system eAx D Qb, eA 2 Q.A/ and Qb 2 Q.b/ has
no solutions. Such systems are called sign inconsistent systems, and have been stud-
ied in [7]. By Proposition 5, the rows and columns of the matrix T A −b U can be
permuted to obtain a matrix of the form
C1 C2
O C3

;
where C1 is strictly row-mixable and CT3 is an L-matrix. It is easy to verify that
Ax D b is sign inconsistent if and only if the column corresponding to −b does not
intersect C1. This observation, and Theorem 13 provide a complete characterization
of linear systems which have signed solutions. Note that in contrast to Lemma 12,
the example
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A D
2664
1 −1 0
1 −1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
3775 ; b D
2664
0
0
1
−1
3775
shows that if Ax D b is sign-inconsistent (and thus has signed solutions), then A
need not have signed null-space.
5. Signed row-space
The matrix A has signed row-space provided there exists a set S of sign patterns
such that the set of sign patterns of vectors in the row-space of eA is S for eacheA 2 Q.A/. As the row-space of a matrix is the orthogonal complement of its null-
space, it is natural to conjecture that A has signed null-space if and only if A has
signed row-space. Theorem 14 shows that this is indeed the case.
Theorem 14. Let A be an m  n matrix. Then A has signed row-space if and only if
A has signed null-space.
Proof. We may assume that A has the form (4) where A1 is strictly row-mixable
and AT3 is an L-matrix with c columns. Since the row-space of each matrix in Q.A3/
spans Rc; A has signed row-space if and only if A1 does. Since the columns of each
matrix in Q.A3/ are linearly independent, A has signed null-space if and only if A1
does. Thus, we may assume that A D A1, i.e., A is strictly row-balanceable.
First assume that the null-space of A is not signed. By Theorem 7, there exists
 such that the matrix ATTmU; U is strictly row-balanceable and has term rank jj.
Since AThmi; U has term rank jj, there exists a matrix eA 2 Q.A/ such that the row-
space of eAThmi; U is Rjj. Since AThmi; U is strictly row-balanceable, there is a
matrix bA 2 Q.A/ such that the row-space of bAThmi; U has dimension less than jj.
It follows that A does not have signed row-space.
Next assume that the row-space of A is not signed. Then there exists a sign pattern
x and matrices eA and bA in Q.A/ such that
Q.x/ \ RS.eA/ =D ;; (11)
and
Q.x/ \ RS.bA/ D ;: (12)
Without loss of generality we may assume that x > 0.
Since (12) holds and x > 0 there exists a signing D such that
DA
−x

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is column-balanced. Among all such D choose one with the largest number of non-
zero entries. Let  be the set of i such that the ith diagonl entry of D is nonzero, and
let
 D fj V aij =D 0 for some i 2 g:
Without loss of generality we may take  D f1; 2; : : : ; kg, and  D f1; 2; : : : ; ‘g.
The choice of D implies that
(a) A has the form
C1 O
C2 C3

;
where C1 is k  ‘, C3 is an L-matrix,
(b) x has the form . y 0    0 / where y is a 1  ‘ vector, and
(c) there is a strict signing E such that EC1−y  is column-mixed.
Since (12) holds, the row-space of bC1 contains no vector with sign pattern y D
.y1; y2; : : : ; y‘/. By the separation theorem for convex sets, there exists a nonzero
vector z D .z1; z2; : : : ; z‘/T in the null-space of bC1 such that ziyi > 0 for all i.
Let γ be the set of i such that zi is nonzero, and let F D diag.sign.z1/; : : : ; sign
.z‘//. Since z is in the null-space of bC1, C1F , and hence EC1F , is row-balanced.
Since y > 0; zi > 0 whenever yi =D 0 and

EC1−y

is column-mixed. Hence, each non-
zero column of EC1F contains a positive entry. We conclude that C1 is strictly row-
mixable, and that C1F Thki; γ U is row-balanced and contains a mixed cycle. Theorem
7 implies that C1 either has term rank less than k or its kth compound is not signed.
In the former case, A has term rank less than m. In the latter case, since C3 is an
L-matrix, it follows that the mth compound of A is not signed. Hence, by Theorem
7, we conclude that A does not have signed null-space. 
We say that a matrix A has signed column-space provided AT has signed row-
space. The following corollary characterizes those matrices with both signed column
and row-space.
By Theorem 3.1.5 of [3], it is shown that up to row and column permutation every
matrix A has the form2664
C1 O O O
C21 C2 O O
C31 O C3 O
C41 C42 C43 C4
3775 ; (13)
where
(i) either C2 is 0  0 or each row and column of C2 contains a nonzero entry;
(ii) CT1 and C4 are L-matrices and C3 is an SNS-matrix;
(iii) the matrix
C2 O
C42 C4

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is strictly row-mixable, and the matrix
C1 O
C21 C2

is strictly column-mixable.
We say that (13) is the N-canonical form of A.
Corollary 15. Let A be an m  n matrix with N-canonical form (13). Let C4 have k
rows and C1 have ‘ columns. Then:
(a) A has signed row-space if and only if C2 has no rows and columns and C4 has
signed kth compound;
(b) A has signed column-space if and only if C2 has no rows and columns and C1
had signed ‘th compound;
(c) A has signed row-space and signed column-space if and only if C2 has no rows
and columns, C1 has signed ‘th compound and C4 has signed kth compound.
Proof. Since A has N-canonical form, Theorems 7 and 14 imply that A has signed
row-space if and only if the strictly row-mixable matrix
C D

C2 O
C42 C4

has signed null-space.
Since C4 is an L-matrix, C4 has term rank k. If C2 is 0  0 and C4 has signed kth
compound, then it follows from Theorem 7 that C has signed null-space.
Now assume that C has signed null-space. By Theorem 7, then C2 either has no
rows or is an L-matrix. Since
C1 O
C21 C2

is strictly column-mixable, C2 either is 0  0 or is not an L-matrix. Thus, we con-
clude that C2 is 0  0. Again, by Theorem 7, C4 signed kth compound.
Hence, we have proven (a).
Statement (b) follows as the above argument but with AT rather than A. Statement
(c) follows from (a) and (b). 
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